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I. Introduction and General Description
This report is intended to explain and clarify the extensive series of
Cal-Carp carputer produced plots of the two University of r 1i.nnesota experiments
flown on the OGO-I and OGO-III satellites. A description has already been
prepared of the instruments and how the output data is produced and handled
by the satellite as follaws:
Kane, S. R., K. A. P£itzer and J. R. Wirckl.er, The Construction,
Calibration and Operation of the University of Minnesota
M periments for OGO-I and OGn-III, University of Minnesota
Cosmic Ray Technical Report No. CR-£37, September, 1966.
Kane, S. R., Application of an Integrating Type Ionization Clkwber
to Measure ments of Radiation in Space, Ph.D. Thesis,
University of :Minnesota Cosmic Fay Tec;-inical Pgr=t
No. CR-106, September, 1967.
Pfitzer, K. R., An r:.%^erimental Stud, of Electron Fluxes fran
50 keV to 4 mz V in the Inner Radiation Belt, Ph.D. Thesis,
University of !innesota Cosmic Ray Technical Report
No. CP,-123, August, 1968.
The various formats devised for these data plots have been arranged to
exploit the data for various uses as the need arose. Thus, the plots give
ionization rate, for example, on linear and logarithmic scales plotted as
a function of distance,-time, L-value, etc. and similarly for the electron
spectrcmeter. In the case of the ionization chamber, the instrument is
,ensitive to a hide variety of types of radiations and all of these types
may be seen singly or superposed in the data. Thus, suitable discrimination
mist  be used in the interpretation. The reader is referred to bibliographies
of published papers under the OGO program for detailed examples of this
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as well as in the above t:iree listed references. In the case of the electron
spectraneter it is a highly selective instrument res ponding only to electrons
in the radiation belt zcxjions, but nnach cmplexity arises because of the
aspect or view angle of the instrument and its rapid passage through different
particle shells and different latitudes and radial distance. Thus, the
spectrcmeter rates are plotted against time, distance, L-values, etc.
In addition, orbital informaticn giving the pitch angles sampled, etc. are
included on separate graphs. The calibration factors for determiniml the
electron flux anti energy spectra fran the spectrometer arbitrary rate scales
are included in Section III. In Vhe case of the ionizatiar;timber the
ncrmalized pulsing rate is given on the graphs. Conversion of this to
absolute fluxes of given radiation t],-,e may be done by reference to the
a;xnm three reports:
The `basic plots are of the following type:
Spectrameter	 Ion Chamber
1. Pate vs. time
I,og scale (L < 3)
scale (L < 15)
:,og scab (All L)
Linear scale (All L)
Linear scale (hourly averages)
2. !gate vs. distance R
Log scale (R < 23) OGC-A
Log scale (R < 13) OGO-I?
3. Pate vs. L
Ing scale (L < 3)
4. Orbital Par,-
ao , a8 ,	 L vs. :2 (.R < 23)










Special plots for certain data are as follows:
TvPe	 Spectrometer Ion Chamber
1. hate vs. day
Outside magnetosphere (daily mean
rat-,)	 X
Outer zone (L = 4, 5, 6, 7)
	
X	 X
Inner zone - corrected for latitude
(L = 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8,
	
1.9, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.0)	 X	 X
2. Rate vs. pitch angle
Inner zone (L = 1.3, 1.4. 1.5, 1.6,
1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0,
	
2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.0)	 X	 X
6
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II. Sanple Data Plots with Explanations
Exple.nation of "Plot Type"
Format: L' L" - L"'
where 7,', L" and L"' are letters.
significance:
L' represents the name of the instrument:
C for ion chamber
E for electron spectrcmeter
D for orbit of the satellite
L" represents the type of plot (paramenters plotted, scales and s_mbols
used, etc.). The letters vary from A to F and their significance
may vary from one Instxunent to the other.
L"' represents the name of the satellite:
A for OGO-I
for OGO-III
Exams-)le: Plot type CB-A
This represents OGO-I ion chamber data plot of type B.
Explanation of Plot Nunber
Each data plot is numbered in the format:
L' L" - L"' - N' N" N"'
where L', L", L"' are letters and represent the Plot 'type.
N', N", N"' are numerals constituting the serial number of the plot.
Example: CB-A-159
This represents the 159th plot belonging to the Plot Type CB-A,
i.e., plot B of the OGO-I ion chamber data.
e
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Electron Spectraneter Data Plots
The electron spectrometer data are plotted against time, range and L.
All of the spectrometer rates are plotted in the same arbitrary scale
which must be multiplied by the correction factors to obtain the electron
fluxes or the differential energy spectra. See Section III for a description
of the procedure.
The data for the five energy channels are background corrected and
plotted with the statistical error bars. Only a limited amount of noise
filtering has been performed and hence sore caution must be exercised
when using the plots. Figures 1 through 6 give examples of the types
of spectraaeter plots available. Each figure is ccMletely described
by the figure caption.
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Ion Chamber Plots
All ion chamber data are plotted against a normalized scale. A cauplete
description and calibration is available in Kane (1967) and Kane et al. (1966)
(see references, page 1) . Some chamber data are plotted in a histogran
fashion; whereas in other cases symbols represent each data point. The
histogram is filtered and if the filter fails a Wbol is used to represent
the "spurious" data point. Since the chamber transmits a given piece of
in	 tip., in three mate ways the type of symbol used represents
the amount of agreement between methods of transnission and filteru g.
"_I* symbols are explained in the following table:
Symbols used an ion chamber plots to indicate data quality miry be
as follows:
symbol
Unfiltered word 43 (resets) A
-i ltered word 43 (resets) B
Clock pulses C
C, A agreement (within 10%) +
B, A agreement (within 10%) (cam)
C, B agreement (within 10%) 8
B, A agreement (within 10%)
	
(c # 0)
C	 no agreement even though A, B present X
F%wther' symbols on certain plots are the following:
R = geocentric distance in earth radii 4
= local time in degrees (midnight - 0-) $
o = equatorial pitch angle (used for spectrcmeter) X
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III. Procedure for C7ajiuting Lle: from Flux and Energy Spectnm5
All electron spectrcr-eter data is platted in an arbitrary scale which
must be multiplied by a conversion factor to obtain the correct electmi fluxes.
The efficiencies of spectrometer channels I, II and III are quite independent
of the h 1cident electron spectrum; however, -the efficiencies of channels IV and
V are somewhat dependent on the incident electron spectnm.
If F  is the arbitrary rate for channel i, as obtained from the plots, then
W 	 = i Fi electrons-cm 2-sec 1-stet l-keV 1
dE
where Wi/dE is the differential directional election flux and iA. is the
cm version factor for channel i. Ai, the conversion factor, is spectrum




1	 gi ei 'El
where gi is an arbitrary constant, AE  is the width of the energy channel and
ei
 is the spectrum dependent efficiency factor.
The table below lists these constants for the case when the incident
flux is a power spectrum of the form dJ/dE = Cry = CE 3
Channel gi AE 	 (keV) Ei (y = -3) Ai	 (y = -3)
I 10000 70 1.8 x 10-7 7.9
II 1300 170 6.2 x 10 7 8.4
III 290 400 1.2 x 10 6 7.2
IV 36 1010 2.9 x 106 9.5
V 2.4 2300 1.2 x 10-5 15.4
E
-23-
If, for example, the arbitrary rate for charnel IV is F4 = 4 x 102,
then i = A4 = 9.5 (assuminq Y = -3) from the above table, and we find that
dJ4/dE = 38 x 10 2 electrons-cm 2-sec 1-ster y-keV
Using the conversion factors for the case of Y = - 3 one obtains a
re iscnably accurate spectrum. If, however, the mmdm m accuracy is
desired an iteration process must be used. For a more extensive treatment
and for the necessary efficiency curves, the reader is referred to page
90-93 of Pfitzer, R. A., An Experimental Study of Electron Fluxes from
50 keV to 4 meV in the Inner Radiation Belt, Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Minnesota Cosmic Ray Technical Report CR-123, August, 1968.
I
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IV. Completed Data Plots Submitted to Data Center
as of 31 December 1968
OOD-I Icn Chamber
Quantities Plotted:
	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log (symbols)
BEGIN BATE END DARE PLOT CODE NO. OF PIM
9-12-64 12-31-64 CA-A-1 41
CA-A-41
2-17-65 F-19-65 CA-A-42 44
CA-A-85
8-9-65 12-7-65 CA-A-86 42
CA-A--127
12-15-65 5-27-66 CA-A 128 44
CA-A--171
9-2-66 12-11-66 Ch-A--172 38
CA-A-209




Quantities Plotted:	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Iog (histogram)
BBGIN DATE END DARE PIAT COLE ND. OF PIDIS
9-6-64 1-1-65 CF-A-1 44
CF-A-44
2-8-65 6-21-65 CF-A-45 48
Cl^-A-92
8-8-65 12-19-65 Cr-A-93 48
CF-A-140
1-4-66 5-28-66 CF-A-141 47
CF-A-187
8-30-66 12-12-66 CF-A-188 39
CF-A-226





















Quantities Platted:	 Geocentric Distance (R) - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log


















	 L - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log

















Quantities Plotted:	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Linear
BEGIN DATE END DATE PILOT CODE NO. OF PL09S
9-10-64 12-30-64 CE-A-1 69
CE-A-69
2-9-65 6-21-65 CE-A-70 87
CE-A-156
8-9-65 12-9-65 CE-A-157 75
CE-A-231
12-15-65 5-26-66 CE-A-232 69
CE-A-300
8-31-66 12-12-66 CE-A-301 70
CE-A-370




Quantities Plotted: Time - Rate (Inner Radiation Belt)
Scale (X-Y) : Linear - Log (symbols)
BEGIN DATE
	
END DATE PICT ODDE NO. OF PLOTS
9-15-64 11-18-64 CB-A-1 17
CB-A-17
I1-29-64 12-23-64 CPY-A--18 8
CB-A-25
2-12-65 6-9-65 CIS A-26 38
CB--A-63
6-12-65 12-2-65 CB-A-64 28
CB-A-91






Quantities Plotted: Time - Rate (Inner Radiation Belt)
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log
BBGIN DATE Eta DATE PLOT CODE	 NO. OF PLOTS
9-15-64 12-23-64 EB-A-1 25
EB-A-25
2-12-65 6-20-65 EB-A-26 39
E3-A-64
8-4-65 12-5-65 EB-A-65 27
EB-A-91




Quantities Plotted:	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log
BEGIN DAZE END DATE PLAT CODE	 NO. OF PLOTS
9-7-64 12-31-64 EA-A-1 41
EA-A-41
2-11-65 6-20-65 FA-A-42 42
EA-A-83
8-9-65 8-17-65 EA-A-84 3
EA-A-86
9-2-65 12-16-65 EA-A-87 35
EA-A-121
2-17-66 5-27-66 EA-A-122 37
EA-A-158
9-2-66 12-11-66 EA-A-159 38
EA-A-196





Quantities Plotted:	 L - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear -	 Log
BEGIN DATE END DATE	 PLOT CODE
	 NO. OF PLOTS








9-8-66 3-3-67	 EC-A-204 59
BC-A-262




Quantities Plotted: Geocentric Distance (R) - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log
BEGIN DATE END DATE PIS ODDE	 NO. OF P=
9-7-64 1-1-65 ED-A-1 68
ED-A-68
2-11-65 6-12-65 ED-A-69 83
ED-A-151
9-1-65 1-12-66 ED-A-152 69
ED-A-220
2-16-66 5-25-66 ED-A-221 65
ED-A-285
8-31-66 12-11-66 ED-A-286 69
ED-A-354
3-3-67 3-19-67 ED-A-355 11
ED-A-365






Quantities Plotted: 	 L -- Orbit parameters
Scale (Y.-Y):	 Linear - Linear
BEGIN DATE EA'D DATE PLOT CODE NO. OF PLOTS
9-7-64 12-31-64 DB-A-1 69
DB-A-69
2-11-65 6-20-65 DB-A-70 82
DB-A-151
8-31-65 12-5-65 DB-A-152 64
DB-A-215
9-2-66 12-10-66 DB-F, 216 64
DB A-279
3-3-67 3-19-67 DB-A-280 13
DB-A-292




Quantities Plotted:	 Geocentric Distance	 (R) - Orbit Parameters
Scale (X-Y): Linear - Linear
BEGIN DATE END DATE PLOT CODS, NO. OF PLOTS
9-7-64 1-1-65 DA-A-1 69
AA A-69
2-11-65 6-25-65 DA-A-70 82
DA-A-151
8-30-65 12-19-65 DA-A-152 76
DA-A-227
1-6-66 5-25-66 W,-Pe-228 77
DA-A-304
9-5-66 12-11-66 DA-A-305 69
DA-A-373
3-3-67 3-20-67 DN-A-374 12
DA-A-385





Quantities Plotted: 	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y) :	 Linear-Log (Histogram)
BEGIN DATE END DATE PLOT CDDE NO. OF PLOTS
6-8-66 7-24-66 CF-B-1 45
CF-B-45
7-26-66 7-28-66 CF-B-46 1
CF-B-46
7-30-66 4-3-68 CF-B-47 304
CF-B-350
4-6-E8 5-27-68 CF-B-351 26
CF-B-376
7-7-68 7-15-68 CF-B-377 4
CF-B-380







Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log (Symbols)
BEGIN DATE END DATE PLOT CODE 140. OF PLOTS
6-8-66 7-24-66 CA-B-1 131
CA-B-131
7-26-66 4-3-68 CA-B-132 904
CA-B-1035
4-7-68 5-27-68 CA-B-1036 75
CA-B-1110
7-8-68 7-15-68 CA-B-1111 11
CA-B-1121





Quantities Plotted:	 Geocentric Distance (R) - Rate
Scale (X-Y) :	 Linear - Log
BEGIN DATE END DATE PLOT' CODE NO. OF PIM
6-9-66 7-24-66 CD-B-1 86
CD-B-86
7-27-66 3-31-67 CD-B-87 232
CD-B-318
4-2-67 5-2-67 CD-B-319 30
CD-B-348
5-4-67 7-28-67 CD-B-349 85
CD-B-433
7-30-67 9-15-67 CD-B-434 47
CD-B-480
9-17-67 12-29-67 CD-B-481 102
CD-B-582
1-2-68 1-18-68 CD-B-583 16
CD-B-598
1-20-68 2-24-68 CD-B-599 35
CD-B-633
2-26-68 4-2-68 CD-B-634 36
CD-B-669
669 - Total
OGO-III Ian ClkT ber
Quantities Plotted:
	 L - Rate
Scale (X-Y) :
	 Linear - Log
BEGIN DATE END DATE PLOT CODE NO. OF PLOTS
6-11-66 7-23-66 CC-B-1 74
CC-B-74
7-27-66 2-6-67 CC-B-75 155
CC-B-229
2-8-67 2-13-67 CC-B-230 6
CC-B-235
2-17-67 2-19-67 rC-B-236 3
OC B-238
2-23-67 2-23-67 CC-B-239 1
CC-B-239















Quantities Plotted: 	 L - Rate
Scale (X Y):	 Linear - Log
ENDATE PLOT CODE NO. OF PYrjTS
6-26-67 OC-B-313 33
OC-B-345




























Quantities Plotted:	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Linear


















Quantities Plotted: Time - Rate (Inner Radiation Belt)Scale (X Y): Linear - Log (Histogram)
BEGIN DATE END DATE PIM CODE NO. OF PIMS
6-11-66 7-27-66 CB-B-1 36
CB-B-36
8-4-66 8-4-66 CB-B-37 1
CB-B-37
8-12-66 8-12-66 CB-B-38 1
Cis-B-38
8-18-66 9-30-66 CB-B-39 21(B-B-59
10-6-66 12-19-66 CB-B-60 34CB-B-93
12-12-66 5-25-68 CB-B-94 244
CB-B-337
7-8-68 7-19-68 CB-B-338 5CB-B-342
8-8-68 8-10-68 CB-B-343 2CB-B-344
344 - Total
OGO-III Electron Spectra eter
Quantities Plotted: Time - Rate (Inner Radiation Belt)Scale (X Y):	 Linear - Log
BDGIN DATE END DAM PU)r CXXaE N0. CF PIMS
6-11-66 7-23-66 EB-B-1 35
E3-B-35
8-2-66 3-31-67 EB-B-36 109
EB-B-144
3-4-67 5-9-67 EB-B-145 18
EB-B-162
5-11-67 5--21-67 EBB-163 6
FB-8-168
5-25-67 6-26-67 EB-B-169 18
EB--B-186
7-2-67 7-26-67 EB-B--187 12
EB-B-198
7-30-67 8-3-67 EB-B-199 3
EB-B-201




Quantities Plotted: Time - Rate (Inner Radiation Belt)
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log
BEGIN DAZE END DATE PWr CODE NO. OF PIMS
4-8-68 4-20-68 EB-B-261 6
EB-B-266




Quantities Plotted:	 Time - Rate
Scale (X-Y) :	 Linear - Log
BBGIN DATE END DAM PLOT CODE NO. CF PIMS
6-8-66 7-24-66 EA-B-1 131
EA-B-131
8-2-66 4-2-67 EA-B-132 284
EA-B-415
4-4-67 6-28-67 EA-B-416 80
EA-B-495
6-30-67 9-15-67 EA-B-496 76
EA-B-570
9-17-67 9-17-67 EA-B-571 1
EA-B-571
9-19-67 11-27-6' EA-B-572 69
EA-B-640
11-29-67 11-29-67 EA-B-641 1
EA-B-641
12-1-67 12-1-67 EA-B-642 2
EA-B-643
4-6-68 4-21-68 EA-B-644 14
EA-B-657





Quantities Plotted:	 L- Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log
BDGIN DATE END DATE PLOT ODLE NO. OF PIDTS
6-11-66 7-23-66 DC-B-1 74
BC--B-74
8-2-66 2-6-67 BC--B-75 162
DC-B-236
2-8-67 6-26-67 EC-B-237 117
EC-B-353
7-2-67 7-18-67 DC--B-354 11
BC-B-364
7-22-67 7-26-67 EC-&-365 6
EC-B-370
7-30-67 9•-13-67 DC-B-371 40
BC-B-410
9-19-67 9-25-67 BC--B-411 5
DC-B-43-5
9-29-67 12-5-67 BC-B-416 60
BC--B-474
12-11-67 12-29-67 BC-7B-475 17
BC-B-491
1-2-68 1-22-68 BC-B-492 16
BC-B-507
1-25-68 1-25-68 EC-B-508 1
EC-B-508
1-29-68 2-24-68 BC-B-509 24
BC-B-532
3-1-68 3-1-68 BC-B-533 1
DC-B-533




Quantities Plotted: Geocentric Distance (R) - Rate
Scale (X-Y).	 Linear - Log
BBaIN DATE END DAZE PLOT OQDE NO. OF PIIY!'S
6-9-66 7-24-66 ED-B-1 86
ED-&-86




Quantities Plotted: Geocentric Distance (R) - Rate
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Log
BEGIN DATE END OATS PlOr OODE NO. OF PIDTS
2-25-67 3-31-67 ED-B-283 34
ED-B-316
4-4-67 6-_;-67 ED-B-317 81
ED-B-397
6-30-67 7-28-67 ED-B-398 28
ED-B-425
7-30-67 9-15-67 ED-B-426 47
M -B-472
9-17-67 12-29-67 ED-Br-473 101
ED-B-573
1-2-68 1-18-68 ED-B-574 15
ID-B-588
1-20-68 1-25-68 ED-B-589 5
ED-B-593
1-27-68 2-24--68 ED-B-594 29
ED-B-622
2-26-68 4-2-68 ED-B-623 33
ED-B-655
- 655 - Total
OG0-III Satellite Orbit
Quantities Plotted:	 L - Orbit Parameters
Scale (X-Y):	 Linear - Linear
BEGIN DATE END DATE PUYr CODE NO. OF PIMS
6-10-66 2-4-67 DB-B-1 209
DB-B-209
2-6-67 12-5-67 DB-B-210 278
DB-B-487
12-11-67 12-29-67 DB-B-488 18
DB-B-505
1-2-68 1-22-68 DB-B-506 16
DB-B-521
1-25-68 2-24-68 DB-B-522 28
DB-8-549





Quantities Plotted: Geocentric Distance (R) - Orbit Parameters
Scale (x--Y) :	 T-inear-Linear
BEGIN DATE END PLOT OOCE NO. OF PIATS
6-9-66 2-4-67 DA-B-1 224
DA-B-224
2-6-67 11-11-67 DA-B-225 272
DA--B-496
11-13-67 12-29-67 DA-B-497 47
DA-B-543
1-2-68 1-18-68 DA-B-544 16
DA--B-559
1-20-68 1-23-68 DA-B-560 2
DA-B-561
1-25-68 2-24-68 DA-B-562 31
DA-B-592
2-26-68 4-2-68 DA-8-593 36
DA-B-628
/ 628 - Total
